Poly expected to get $1.5 million from lottery

By Michele Pflucker
Staff Writer

The California State University Board of Trustees has approved a lottery expenditure program allocating more than $4 million of the projected lottery funds to Cal Poly, according to the most recent statement of CSU lottery allocations.

The project sum of lottery earnings is approximately $36 million; Cal Poly's share is then projected to be more than $1.5 million.

The proposed amounts are based on estimations. Factors such as the novelty of the lottery wearing off, seasonal fluctuation in sales or any other influence in sales could create some variation in the fund's total, said Rick Ramirez, Cal Poly budget officer.

Lottery funds became available to the university system during the first quarter of 1986. According to Ramirez, Cal Poly received its first allocation of $407,000 on July 1 of this year and is expecting another allocation sometime in October or November.

The newly adopted program divides the fund into five main categories: continuing commitments, new programs and projects, discretionary allocations, endowment principal for interest and administration allowance.

Each of these categories is then further divided into more specific areas.

Although category titles such as discretionary allocations may seem somewhat vague, Frank Lebens, associate vice president for resource allocation, dismissed the idea that these funds could be spent on anything other than instructional costs. “Students will see tangible results from the lottery fund,” he said.

The first such tangible results are computer work centers for students, to be allocated to each of Cal Poly's seven schools. Lebens said that two computer centers will be installed in each school, with at least one being placed in each school until the total of 14 is reached. The first lottery fund allocation received in July has already been put to use toward these computer installations, said Lebens.

Another category involving lottery funds is continuing commitments. More than $7 million will be spent to cover the cost of projects which were started previous to the lottery. After this year the category will close, and unfinished projects will receive funding from another source. The portion of lottery funds used in the category will be rolled over to other areas.

Lebens suggested that there could be some competition between the schools of Cal Poly for funding in the new programs and projects category. This category provides for distinguished visiting professors, lecturers and artists, instructional equipment and other things designed to improve classroom instruction.

Schools and departments will be required to submit proposals in order to receive funding in this area. The president's council advisory committee on building and resource allocation will be responsible for reviewing the proposals and determining who will receive funding. Proposals which would benefit the most students would most likely receive funding, said Ramirez.

At the end of the fiscal year, June 30, any allocations not used by Cal Poly will fall back into the CSU balance and be redistributed the following year.

“CSU has their own methodology for funding individual campuses,” said Lebens.

Ramirez said, “The expenditure program is still evolving. They have targeted in on high-interest projects and are developing new programs.”

Daniloff released; US denies spy swap

FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) — American journalist Nicholas Daniloff was freed by the Soviet Union Monday.

Daniloff was flown to West Germany. His release was part of a secret U.S.-Soviet agreement that could help shake off a deepening chill in superpower relations.

In New York, a Soviet bloc source at the United Nations said Gennady Zakharov, charged with being a Soviet spy, would be exchanged for Daniloff.

There was no confirmation of that report.

Earlier Monday the U.S. attorney's office in New York, where Zakharov was indicted, said there was no change in his status.

In the United States, President Reagan reported Daniloff's release at a campaign stop in Kansas City, Mo., but said nothing of the negotiations that led to it. Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes, when asked whether a summit was still possible this year, replied, "It's possible."

"We didn't give in," and said details of the arrangement would be disclosed Tuesday.

Daniloff, a U.S. News & World Report correspondent in Moscow for five years, told reporters after landing in Frankfurt: "I'm grateful to the president of the United States. I'm free. I'm in the West. I cannot tell you about any other arrangements. ... All I know is that I am free."

Daniloff, 51, appeared in good health, but tired.

"It's obvious to everyone what has happened," he said. "I was arrested without an arrest warrant. The case against me was fabricated."

He said he was taken into custody to give the Soviet Union custody to give the Soviet Union custody for Daniloff.
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The newly adopted program divides the fund into five main categories: continuing commitments, new programs and projects, discretionary allocations, endowment principal for interest and administration allowance.

Each of these categories is then further divided into more specific areas.

Although category titles such as discretionary allocations may seem somewhat vague, Frank Lebens, associate vice president for resource allocation, dismissed the idea that these funds would be spent on anything other than instructional costs. “Students will see tangible results from the lottery fund,” he said.

The first such tangible results are computer work centers for students, to be allocated to each of Cal Poly's seven schools. Lebens said that two computer centers will be installed in each school, with at least one being placed in each school until the total of 14 is reached. The first lottery fund allocation received in July has already been put to use toward these computer installations, said Lebens.

Another category involving lottery funds is continuing commitments. More than $7 million will be spent to cover the cost of projects which were started previous to the lottery. After this year the category will close, and unfinished projects will receive funding from another source. The portion of lottery funds used in the category will be rolled over to other areas.

Lebens suggested that there could be some competition between the schools of Cal Poly for funding in the new programs and projects category. This category provides for distinguished visiting professors, lecturers and artists, instructional equipment and other things designed to improve classroom instruction.

Schools and departments will be required to submit proposals in order to receive funding in this area. The president's council advisory committee on building and resource allocation will be responsible for reviewing the proposals and determining who will receive funding. Proposals which would benefit the most students would most likely receive funding, said Ramirez.
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Volunteers meet at capital

By Sandra Coffey
Staff Writer

The Peace Corps is still needed today as much as it was when President John F. Kennedy formed it, said a Cal Poly professor as he described the Peace Corps' 25th anniversary National Conference in Washington D.C. a week ago.

Richard B. Kraenzdorf, a political science professor, was one of about 4,000 returning Peace Corps volunteers who attended the largest Peace Corps gathering in history. The anniversary celebrated the Peace Corps' 25-year involvement in helping countries in the developing world since its establishment by President Kennedy in 1961.
This is a test, this is only a test

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Kenneth Dintzer

b) should be unilaterally dismantled.
   c) mean death and destruction, but so what?
   d) are like organs, everybody should have one.

5) The women's rights movement is:
   a) an idea whose time has come.
   b) a passing fad.
   c) a major inconvenience.
   d) a great way to pick up chicks.

6) Sex
   a) should be saved for the wedding night.
   b) is a wonderful and tender experience that should be shared to two people who really love each other.
   c) should have government regulations like banks and oil companies.
   d) is the only valid reason to miss the Letterman show.

7) Abortions
   a) are overlooked.
   b) are overpriced.
   c) are overrated.

letters to the editor

Foundation Board needs a more diverse makeup

Editor — Observing the Foundation board meeting last Friday was to say the least, illuminating. We must applaud the long-awaited decision to divest in corporations doing business in South Africa, but at the same time new issues were raised.

It was noted that the board consisted of all men, with the exception of one woman who efficiently performed secretarial duties. Due to the fact that all of the board members are white, should we assume the white face and neckties or secretarial skills are the prerequisite for nomination to the board of directors?

It is hoped that future deliberations concerning issues of social responsibility might not be so difficult if a broader representation of the community at large were evident on the board.

We anticipate future nominations, by the president of the university and by the chair, to be less myopic in nature.

THED COLEMAN
SANDY YOUNG

Professors support killers by calling for divestment

Editor — If the political science professors of this school really wish to divert the priorities of the Foundation's ethical interests regarding South Africa, perhaps they will succeed by killing the board members.

After all, Nelson Mandela's other followers are performing similar tactics in South Africa to achieve very similar goals.

DAN FREDRICKSON

Mustang Daily encourages comments. Letters should be shorter than 250 words.
AIDS policy developed for CSU

By Michele Plicner

This month the California State University system followed Cal Poly's example and published an AIDS policy and guidelines pamphlet which will be distributed to more than 300 colleges and universities across the country. "We were among the first," said Dr. James Nash, director of the Cal Poly Health Center. "We beat the American College Health Association." Cal Poly introduced its AIDS policy and guidelines one year ago, yet Nash said it's embarrassing that a policy was not developed even earlier.

In dealing with the treatment of AIDS victims, the policy and guidelines state that each case be dealt with individually according to circumstances. The policy also states that AIDS victims cannot be justifiably denied access to residence halls, student unions, recreation facilities and other common areas.

California stands out as being the largest group to develop and establish guidelines regarding AIDS. New York, which has the highest incidence of AIDS has not yet developed any set policies regarding the disease. The Cal Poly and CSU policies have met with no opposition and have had little impact so far. According to Nash, they are "deliberately kept low-key, as they should be."

Both the Cal Poly and CSU guidelines deal with educating the public, treatment of AIDS victims and social aspects of the disease. Nash stresses that one of the most important but difficult tasks of the policy is educating the community.

Nash has organized two AIDS educational TV programs. The first program included a panel, and it was nationally broadcast. Nash said he was disappointed at the turnout (250 people), even though it was the biggest group in California to gather for an AIDS-related program.

Nash is optimistic about the continuing strides being made in AIDS research and treatment. Pleased that the policy and guidelines have been adopted and widely distributed, he said, "Sooner or later someone will be identified as having AIDS and we have to be ready for the response."
Wineries may fire 2,200 strikers

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — California's biggest wineries on Monday threatened to permanently replace some 2,200 striking workers in a week unless they ignore their own union and return to work.

Asked if the 12-member Winery Employers Association wasn't effectively firing the workers, spokesman Robert Lieber said: "It's pretty damn close." Only a "fine distinction" separates legal replacement of strikers from illegal firing during a strike, said Lieber, an attorney.

He said the survival of the $5.5 billion California wine industry was at stake in the strike by the Winery, Distillery and Allied Workers Union that he characterized as "a strategic nuclear war." The union, which has called for a boycott of some of the nation's most popular wines, said 98 union members are crossing picket lines.

Lieber said striking workers who stay out after Oct. 6 won't know if they have been replaced unless they return to the wineries and find out. If they are, they will have to reapply for their jobs, he said.

He said replaced workers who apply "unconditionally" to get their jobs back "have to wait... that may be within a few months. That may be never." He termed the employer answer to the boycott "a strategic nuclear response."

Lieber, declaring the dispute "is not an anti-labor struggle," warned workers on picket lines from Napa Valley to Bakersfield that they will be replaced unless they are inside the wineries and ready to work on Oct. 6 under terms of the contract that expired July 31.

Under the old contract, most of the workers averaged $10.35 an hour. A top of $15.34 hourly went to four or five union supervisors. But the dispute is mainly over employer demands for contract concessions on fringe issues won over more than 20 years. They include health and welfare, vacations, pensions and work rules.

Stars roast Eastwood as actor and politician

BURBANK (AP) — There was more laughing than roasting when entertainment notables saluted Clint Eastwood, macho star and mayor of Carmel, at the 11th annual Variety Clubs of America benefit telecast.

Eastwood sat at a center table Sunday night with his family, including children Alison and Kyle, and reacted to praise from James Stewart, Sammee Davis, Lucille Ball and others. Not that there weren't a few wisecracks at the taping at NBC Studios (the show will appear on CBS later this year).

"As mayor, Clint calls a council meeting at 10 and says, 'Everyone in makeup at 8:30,'" comedian Bob Hope said. "He is the only mayor who sends a SWAT team for overdue library books."

Cary Grant read a letter from last year's honoree, President Reagan, which began: "When I heard you were honoring an actor who ran for political office and who co-starred with a chimp, I had a strong sense of deja vu."

Voyager crew finalizes plan for nonstop global flight

MOJAVE, Calif. (AP) — The experimental Voyager airplane flew a four-hour test Monday, possibly its last before attempting an unprecedented nonstop, unrefueled journey around the world.

"The plane's down and they're evaluating their data now," spokesman Peter Riva said after the test flight by pilots Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager.

Riva said the Voyager team was expected to decide by late afternoon either to set a date for the global flight or to conduct more test flights.

Assuming good weather and favorable results from the latest test flight, the around-the-world journey should start within the week, he added.

Monday's flight began under sunny skies just before 8 a.m. and ended with a landing at Mojave Airport shortly before noon. Flights on Sept. 21 and 22 had been heralded as Voyager's last scheduled tests. But Monday's test was meant to determine whether a change in the plane's center of gravity made it handle better under turbulent conditions.

Riva said fuel was redistributed among the aircraft's 17 fuel tanks to move Voyager's center of gravity 3 inches forward so its nose would point slightly downward, which should improve its performance in turbulence.

The turbulence problem was noted during the Sept. 22 test flight, said Terri Smith, a Voyager mission controller. Rutan, 48, and Ms. Yeager, 34, had antenna problems Monday when they tested an ultra-high-frequency, or UHF, radio, which they hope will be their primary means of communicating with controllers during the global flight, Riva said.

Riva said the antenna's configuration would be changed to strengthen the radio signal.

Unfavorable weather kept Voyager grounded most of last week. Voyager has flown more than 50 times before.

"They tell me I can get a $10 trade-in on my old calculator."

With an HP calculator working for you, maybe you won't have to work so many late nights.

And the best time to get one, for business or engineering, is on HP Day.

We'll give you $10 for your old calculator when you buy an HP*. We're also giving away free painter's hats (while supplies last). And having an HP Day drawing for $50 gift certificates good for anything in the store.

An HP representative will be here to give demos and answer questions. So come on over. This could be your HP Day!

* Purchase of HP-12C, HP-15C, HP-41CV or HP-41CX

HP DAY AT California Poly
— Wednesday, October 1
El Corral Bookstore
Cal Poly
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
California missions
Just a day’s drive away, these landmarks give visitors a glimpse into the past

At one time they were an end—a destination—an oasis of civilization that served as a point of rest and refuge for residents and travelers of a virgin land.

Now they are largely ignored, as automobiles streaking up and down California’s golden coast whiz by the modest signs marking their historic presence. They are the missions of California.

Civilization has dotted the coast with highways and cities that give to each place a personality of its own. Underneath all these buildings and roads, though, lies a gently rolling topography with a personality all its own. It is upon this wilderness of gold and green chapparal that the missions of California drew their first breaths.

By 1823 what now stand as California’s 21 missions were about a day’s horseback journey apart (about 40 miles) along El Camino Real, “The King’s Highway.” Now, in a day’s travel by car, one can easily make a stop at three missions and return home before dark. With San Luis Obispo as a starting point, at least three missions to the south can be easily reached in a day, as can two to the north (not counting Mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa).

Far beyond history lessons in a square, rigid classroom where one must stay awake and take notes, seeing the missions is like reliving the past—trodding the same ground that the Spanish Franciscan fathers once did, viewing the same scenes, feeling the same cool air inside adobe walls.

Common to all 21 missions are their origins and final purposes. Spain was a dominant world power looking to expand its empire in the mid-18th century. Although exploration of what would later become California dated back to the 1500s, no Spanish colonization occurred until the 1700s.

Along with expanding its empire, Spain wanted to convert the new land’s natives to Catholicism. The missions, after many years of turmoil, served as cultural and religious bases of fathers (friars), Spaniards and the Indians they converted.

Apart from basic structure and architecture, the missions now are different from each other. Each holds a different part of a complete culture that at one time all the missions similarly embodied. Earthquake, weather conditions and neglect have destroyed buildings and ruined artifacts that could have given more complete pictures of each mission. Varied structural restoration has been performed on all of the missions. By visiting different missions, the pieces can be put together like a jigsaw puzzle to build the whole of mission life and structure.

Missions a day’s drive south
Santa Barbara Mission
In the middle of downtown Santa Barbara, civilization seems to be squeezing its way to the front steps of the Santa Barbara Mission. Surrounded by concrete, the mission that has a hilltop view of the Pacific powerfully displays its long, graceful palm trees and cacti that typify the arid coast.

As is typical of each of the five missions along the Central Coast, missions were constructed with a clay, straw and sawdust mixture called “adobe.”

See MISSIONS, page 8
Wellness programs promote healthy student lifestyles

By Ron Nielsen

The Cal Poly Health Center began the school year with three new programs to promote healthy and happy student lifestyles.

Pam Sheppel, health education coordinator, said recently that the Lifestyle Wellness program uses trained volunteers to help students identify and change obstacles to good mental and physical health. One of the new programs involves 11 peer education counselors who help students evaluate a series of self-administered surveys. Stress, which Sheppel said is one of the biggest obstacles to wellness for many students, is addressed in an additional new program through a recorded tape program that identifies possible causes of stress and makes suggestions for alleviating stress.

The third new program created a fraternity and sorority awareness group to promote positive behaviors concerning alcohol and drug use among the Greek community.

The concept of Lifestyle Wellness began at Cal Poly two years ago, Sheppel said, and consists of an evaluation procedure that emphasizes the importance of balancing five "domains." The social, emotional, physical, spiritual and intellectual aspects of a student's life are measured through short, self-scored questionnaires.

"It's so easy for students to getchannelled," Sheppel said. If, for example, participants' social well-being was determined to be an obstacle to their overall mental and physical health, then they can review a list of suggestions including clubs to join and activities in which to participate.

The 11 peer education counselors have taken classes in overall health evaluation and are trained in referral sources, with a large number of resources available on and off campus.

"We have students describe and evaluate what student needs are because who is better informed than them?" she said.

In addition to the wellness evaluation, participants take a basic physical examination and answer a health risk appraisal questionnaire. The appraisal examines a student's lifestyle to identify possible risks to balanced health. "For this age group," Sheppel said, "the biggest risk is not wearing a seat belt."

The appraisal identifies physical imbalances in unhealthy students — lack of exercise or improper nutrition, for example — and also tells healthy people what they are doing right.

"Stress is one of the biggest obstacles to wellness," Sheppel said. "It affects all five domains of a person's life." Individuals can relax in a comfortable room at the Health Center and listen to a tape recording that identifies causes of stress and suggests remedies. Chronic headaches during exam time, for example, are a symptom of stress, and the tape describes methods to deal with the pressures of exams.

Campus groups can request a peer educator to meet with them and discuss ways to alleviate the pressures of university life. The Health Center has formed a committee from each of the Greek houses to promote healthy drinking habits. The awareness team meets weekly to brainstorm and plan activities other than the "let's get blasted party" that dominates many students' weekend plans.

"There is a lot of emphasis put on drugs and alcohol," Sheppel said. "They do not stop to think that there are other options." The peer educators emphasize positive action and not negative lectures about the evils of alcohol.

Abolition is not a reasonable option, she said. Instead, the team makes suggestions about being a good host or hostess, including having plenty of food around, "so there is something else to do with their hands," she said.

Students are invited to contact the Health Center about any of the services available. The Lifestyle Wellness programs are free to students with a health card or and others are charged a small fee.

The Health Center will be holding the fourth annual Wellness Fair in conjunction in the University Union Plaza on Oct. 7. Information will be available for students concerning general mental and physical health, sexuality and intellectual well-being.

Introducing BASICL. The new Texas Instruments programmable calculator.

The TI-74 BASICL is the new Texas Instruments programmable calculator. Now there's a programmable scientific calculator that solves even the most complex math, engineering and science problems in a BASIC way.

The TI-74 BASICL.

Unlike most other programmable calculators that require you to learn a new, complicated system of keystroke commands — in effect, a new programming language — the TI-74 BASICL allows you to use the BASIC language programming you already know.

But don't let the BASICL's ease of operation fool you. It also has more calculating power than comparably-priced programmables. And a variety of options, like software cartridges, are available that make it even more powerful and convenient.

Stop by and see the TI-74 BASICL for yourself! In basic terms, what it really offers you is a bargain.

For a free hands-on demonstration of the new TI-74 BASICL, visit El Corral Bookstore.

Dates: October 1 - 3 Hours: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm

EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF FLYING

Be an Air Force navigator.

Using highly sophisticated equipment, you'll be responsible for directing your aircraft to its destination with pinpoint accuracy. You'll have to be alert to all aspects of flying and have a comprehensive understanding of your aircraft and capabilities.

Our navigators are the best in the world. They train in the finest facilities. Just what kind of people are we looking for? We're seeking capable, young men and women who can rise to meet a challenge. We need people who are leaders and decision makers, looking for people who can remain calm under pressure and make accurate split-second judgments.

To help us screen you, contact your nearest Air Force recruiter. Ask about the challenging and rewarding future you'll have as an Air Force navigator.

We have the experience you're looking for. Contact your Air Force recruiter today.
WASHINGTOl (AP) — The House, dealing President Reagan a major foreign policy reversal, voted Monday to override his veto of punitive economic sanctions against the white minority government of South Africa.

The 313-83 vote rejected, in effect, Reagan’s last-minute offer to invoke new but limited sanctions by executive order against the South African government of President P. W. Botha.

The Democratic-controlled House originally approved the sanctions legislation 308-77, and has proved "very difficult." Bob Doie, R-Kan., has acknowledged the South African government of sanctions by executive order against racial apartheid with tough sanctions.

Rep. Dante Fascell, D-Fla., chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, told the House it was imperative to override the Reagan veto because, "We need to express very clearly again our feelings as the institution representing the American people the feelings we have about the institution of apartheid."

But Rep. Henry Hyde, R-Ill., said the Congressional sanctions would bring "humanity, joblessness and hardship" to South African blacks and ultimately force, "a revolution, not an evolution."

"I know from personal experience that the Afrikaners can be a tough, stiff-necked, implacable, proud arrogante, yes, racist people at times," said House Minority Leader Robert Michel, R-Ill., "But I know they are not going to start toward freedom for all South Africans just because we apply the pressure of sanctions."

Controversial new subway begins construction in LA

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Despite wrangling that has temporarily blocked federal funds, work officially began Monday on the $3.3 billion, 18-mile Metro subway system designed to link downtown and the San Fernando Valley.

Passenger service on the initial 4.4-mile segment from Union Station to MacArthur Park at Alvarado Street isn't expected to begin until mid-1992.

In the interim, the most evident result of the huge project will be years of torn-up streets, congested traffic and dozens of re-routed bus lines as main arter­ies are blocked to permit giant construction equipment to maneuver.

Opponents have termed it a multibillion-dollar boondoggle, pointing out that cost estimates soared long before the first spadeful of dirt was turned and claiming that expected ridership figures are exaggerated.

Metro Rail has been a source of controversy since officials began planning for it more than a decade ago.
MISSIONS

From page 5

water mixture that was sculpted
into bricks — adobe. Wooden
beams and planks form the roofs,
which are covered by, curled, dull
red adobe shingles. Rooms are
dark and cool with small win-
dows. The church edifice, where
masses were and are still held,
has high ceilings, no windows
and walls which were decorated
by the Indians. A cemetery and a
large courtyard where work was
done accompanies each mission.

The Santa Barbara Mission
was founded in 1786, the 10th of
the 21 missions. Artifacts are on
display as the mission, hinting at
the way of life that would seem
rugged and crude by today’s
standards: beds made from
animal hide stretched across
wooden frames, hand-spun wool
rugs, pottery, candles, handmade
spurs, door handles, nails, and
keys.

Old Mission Santa Ines
The first seminary, (college) of
what was to become California
was founded in 1844 at the Old
Mission Santa Ines, which was
the 11th mission founded. La
Purisima Mission is perhaps the
most stunning, for it most completely
captures the lifestyle mission
dwellers must have lived. The
11th mission founded, La
Purisima lies about 20 miles
north of Old Mission Santa Ines,
just south of Lompoc. The
topography surrounding it is
gorgeous. The late afternoon
sun makes the grass sparkle and
leads to the pasture animals an
air of serene tranquility. Wind
brushes the smell of grass across
the unscarred, free landscape.

Missions a day’s drive north
Mission San Antonio

The whisper of an Army bugle
off in the distance and the roar of
jets and helicopters streaking
across the sky were undoubtedly
abstruct from the first wedding in
California, held at Mission San
Antonio in the early 1800s.

Musters on the Burger Bar

100% FRESH, LEAN BEEF
WITH LETTUCE AND TOMATO
WHOLE WHEAT OR SESAME SEED BUN

TRIMMIN’S

MUSHROOMS
GREEN CHILES
GUACAMOLE
BACON
CANADIAN BACON

BRONC BUSTB3 $2.75
BRONC BURGER FRIES
REGULAR SODA DRINK
$1 W/AMERICAN CHEESE $3.00

Located on the lower level of the University Union.
Open til 10:30 Sunday - Thursday
Midnight on Friday and Saturday
The ornamental horticulture department received a $5,000 gift from the Joseph Shinoda Memorial Scholarship Foundation to establish an endowment fund for the support and advancement of the instructional program.

An announcement of the gift was made during an awards banquet of the ornamental horticulture department. Five students in the department received a total of $10,500 in Shinoda scholarships.

Funds will be used to purchase equipment and other items for use in the department's instructional program.

Mike Malkin, theater professor, received the Mill Mountain Theater in Roanoke, Va., in late October.

Talmage E. Scriven has been named head of the philosophy department after serving as interim head since January 1985.

Six Cal Poly students were chosen to receive $500 scholarships made possible by the Pro-Am Youth Fund. Recipients were: Leslie J. Bandong, junior, journalism; Susan E. Castle, senior, liberal studies; Co S. Hayn, senior, electrical engineering; Shen Jih-Siang, graduate student, architecture; Richard Mera, junior, business administration; and Teresa A. Rosales, sophomore, biological sciences.

Monies for the awards are provided by the youth fund, a private, non-profit organization that operates out of Monterey.

The corporation manages and distributes proceeds of the AT&T Pebble Beach National Pro-Am Golf Tournament for the benefit of young people.

The graphic communication department celebrated its 40th anniversary recently with an array of speakers. Some of the participants included: Jim Knapp, president of K/P Graphics; Garry Jacobs, president of Mere Cie Corp.; Don Blish, director of information systems at Anderson Lithograph, Dave Hansebroek, vice president of Covalent System Corp.; Bill MacDonald, president of Marketing and Communications Inc.; Jim Wilkins, executive vice president of Printing Industries of America; Terry Bell, vice president of ColorGraphics Corp.; Barbara Gora, manager of marketing at Rockwell International; William Thompson, vice president of R. R. Donnelly & Sons Co.; and Dirk Sundman, marketing manager of Heidelberg West.

Stanley Malinowski was recently appointed assistant professor of music and choral director at Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva, New York.

The Women's Re-Entry Club will hold its first meeting from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday in Room 301 at the Robert E. Kennedy Library.

Sign-ups for craft classes begin at 7 p.m. Wednesday at the University Union Craft Center. The center, located on the first floor of the University Union, offers classes in bike repair, ceramics, silkscreening, woodworking, and black and white and color photography. These non-academic classes are open to the entire campus community.

ASI Productions will present the premiere of "After Class," a weekly talk show, at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday on Sonic Cable Channel 6. The show will be hosted by speech communication major Jim Bromah. And will feature WOW Board President Lenny Davis, juggler Toby Goldman and student/comedian Mark Reichel, as well as the band Secret Service.

Submissions contributed for consideration for publication in Calendar must be received by noon two days prior to the event.

Pull out the Spotlight section of MUSTANG DAILY each Friday and save it through the weekend for local entertainment features and listings.

Hurley's Pharmacy Up to 50% Off

Back to School Sidewalk Sale

Beauty Aids

Revron/Loreal Selected Items

50% Off

COLOGNES

Jontue, Joran Cafe, Charlie

40% Off

OPEN 'TIL 8 P.M. ON WEEKDAYS!

986 Foothill o University Square Shopping Center o 543-5950

it's the... annual plant & basket sale

Sponsored by the Ornamental Horticulture Department 
& El Corral Bookstore

Present this coupon and receive free extra thick crust on any size pizza! (expires: 10/20/86)

OPEN LATE • FREE DELIVERY

San Luis Obispo 544-3636
Arroyo Grande 481-3171
Los Osos 528-0800
Atascadero 466-7880

FREE EXTRA THICK CRUST!
Men's cross country B team picks up win

By Julie A. Williams
Staff Writer

The men's cross country team easily won a five-team meet at Cal Poly Pomona Sunday night. Although only the B team of seven men competed, the runners managed to outscore Cal Poly Pomona 21-77. Long Beach State was third.

"One of the strengths of our team is our depth. Our second team of seven men can run well against anyone's first team," said coach Tom Henderson.

In the 8000-meter race, or approximately five miles, Jim Chaney, Christian Prieur, and Darren Sand took first, second and third with times of 26:33.6, 26:34.1 and 26:34.5. Ross Newby placed sixth with the time of 27:09.4, and Tom Halszynski took ninth with 27:13.4 minutes. Harold Andoete and Rich Renati took 13th and 15th, respectively, in 27:33.6 and 27:43.4 minutes.

Cross country meets are scored by adding the places of the top five runners, and the team with the lowest score wins. The two remaining runners help to push opposing team runners further back in place standings.

"We had six men finished before Pomona had their first man in," said Henderson.

The A team stayed home to rest up for next week's Stanford Invitational on Oct. 4. The A team went through light workouts on Saturday in preparing for the Stanford meet.

"Next week is going to be one of the strongest meets in the country. It will be very close to Division I Nationals," said Henderson.

Competing in the meet will be the top teams in Division I and II. "If we could take fifth or sixth place, it would mean we ran extremely well," said Henderson.

Gavilan running back Alonzo Washington tries to break free from a Cal Poly defender.

Freshmen drop game to Gavilan

By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor

Unable to convert on several second-half scoring opportunities, the Cal Poly frosh/soph football team lost to Gavilan College of Gilroy on Saturday, 17-14.

Head coach Bob Shackelford said the Mustangs had several opportunities to win the game, but were stopped short on each occasion. He said Cal Poly was unable to make good on two fairly short field goal attempts late in the game that would have prompted a Mustang victory.

Yet even with the loss, Shackelford sees a bright future for the team. The team consists of all freshmen, who have been playing as a unit for only two weeks.

While they have lost both of their games, the Mustangs have done so by a total of only 10 points. The earlier loss came to Hancock College, 7-0.

The bright spot of the Mustang's early season has been its defense, which according to Shackelford broke down only twice in the game against Gavilan.

Poly's defense had to contend with the running ability of Gavilan running back Alonzo Washington, who broke off big runs for each of the Gavilan touchdowns. One of the runs was for about 70 yards.

The two Cal Poly touchdowns came on an 8-yard run by tailback Pat Schneider and a 12-yard passing strike from quarterback Brian Jones to wide receiver Bobby Rowell.

Although Jones took part in the Mustang scoring attack, he wasn't the only Poly quarterback to see playing time. Ryan Hall also saw time for the Mustangs, and if all goes as Shackelford plans, the two will continue to platoon.

Shackelford said that using two quarterbacks shouldn't hurt the team, but help it.

"It will help the team most definitely," he said. "They both get along well with the other players."

The frosh/soph team will take this weekend off to prepare to face Monterey Junior College on Oct. 11.

Shackelford said he will spend this week of practice emphasizing fundamentals such as blocking and tackling, while next week the team will work more directly in preparing for Monterey.

He said he plans to scout the Monterey team before the Oct. 11 meeting.

Eddie Money

Friday, October 10th
Main Gym, 8:00 PM

With special acoustic performance by Greg Kihn w/Jimmy Lyon

Tickets now on sale at the U.U. Ticket Office, Cheap Thrills & Boo Boo Records

Students advance $11.50, $12.50 at the door
Classified

Campus Clubs

AMA MEETING TODAY 11-12 ROOM 225GUEST SPEAKER: PRESIDENT OF SANTA BARBARA SAVINGS
BCE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP PRAYER-TUES. 11AM A225; BIBLE STUDY-TUES 11AM A400; FELLOWSHIP MEETING THUR 7PM SCI 202.
Cal Poly Wine Society meets Thurs. 102 at 11am in Sci A211. Upcoming activities will be discussed & film on German wine to be shown.
CHI EPSILON FIRST mtg Thu, 10/2 11:00-12:15

College Republicans

Meeting Thurs Oct 2 Fraser 286 6-7pm speakers show/happy hour
Come check us out!
CUTTING & RENTING HORSE CLUB meet Tues 8:30pm Beef Pavilion "for those who like horses"
O H CLUB Meet Wed 10/1 7pm AE123
O H CLUB Meet Wed 10/1 7pm AE123
O H CLUB Meet Wed 10/1 7pm AE123
O H CLUB Meet Wed 10/1 7pm AE123

Poly Goats

4-Wheel Drive Club

MEETING WED. 10-15 AQ SHOP 3 7:30 PM
IF YOU'VE GOT A 4X4 OR JUST WANT TO RIDE ALONG, JOIN THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT! COME ONE COME ALL!

SAILING CLUB

We're back! Our first meeting of the year Thursday, Sept. 30 at 5:45pm at the SAILING CLUB.

Campus Clubs

SKI POLY SKI!
Car Poly Ski Club is having its 1st meeting this Weds. Oct 1st 6pm. Science Bldg rm 207. All info on parties, trips, and t-shirts included! Guy, Grrl, Beginner or expert, everyone welcome! Be there!

SOCiETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS WELCOMES ALL CES TO OUR FIRST MEETING OF THE YEAR ON WED. OCT. 1, AT 7:30PM ENGR 1118.

DeltA Tau Fraternity FALL RUSH 9/25 Travel the World rm. to rm. 8:00 9/27 Toga Party 8:00 9/29 South of the Border Night 801 Smokin'Coast & Tic 6:00 10/2 Barbeque Ribs & Sce 8:30 10/4 Sorority Exchange ANY QUESTIONS CALL 544-4566.

KAPPA DELTA WE LOVE OUR NEW PLEDGES! WELCOME TO KDH!!

ATTENTION AUTHORS El Corral Bookstore is interested in displaying your book in our new "Authors" section. All faculty, staff & students who have had their book published are invited to call Kenny Roberts at 546-1101.

CRAFT CLASSES SIGN UP Begin Wed Oct 1 at 7pm in the UU Craft Center. Bike repair, woodwork¬ing, ceramics and more!!

ECLIPSON!
The Data Processing Management association welcomes all majors to our first meeting on Tuesday Sept. 30 at 11am In Scl 52-A11. Upcoming activities include discussion & film on German wine to be shown.

FULL-TIME isAdmin.
The ASI President is looking for students to join committees. Please see Linda Lee in the ASI office.

MEETING WED. 10-1, AQ SHOP 3.

EXPERIENCE THE ELECTRICITY!
"for those who like horses"

THE BEST MUSIC EXPRESS PRO D.J.'S!

3.70/hr TO & FROM DORMS, CALL 543-9784.

PEOPLE WANTED TO APPLY TO JOIN THE FEBRUARY 86 FRESHMAN FOUNDATION, CALL LINDA at 546-5831.

ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!

CRAFT CLASSES SIGN UP Begin Wed Oct 1 at 7pm in the UU Craft Center. Bike repair, woodwork¬ing, ceramics and more!!

ENROLLING NOW at the UU Craft Center. Bicycle repair, woodworking, ceramics and more!!

SCIENCE CENTER The Science Center invites all students to join in an orientation and get an idea of what's new for the coming year. First meeting TUESDAY SEPT. 30, 6:00pm in SCIENCE BLDG RM A126 6:00pm.

SEE WHAT'S NEW FOR THE COMING YEAR. FIRST MEETING TUESDAY SEPT. 30, 6:00pm in SCIENCE BLDG RM A126 6:00pm.

TO WANDER ABOUT HOME COME TO THE POLO MEETING CAMPS MEETING ON WED. OCT 1 AT 7:30PM IN AG 241.

ATTENTIO N AUTHORS El Corral Bookstore is interested in displaying your book in our new "Authors" section. All faculty, staff & students who have had their book published are invited to call Kenny Roberts at 546-1101.
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LOTTERY
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I Good for one i
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Cal Poly is dependent on CSU, could be a potential problem as
ly gel it," he said.
spend the money until we actual­
the projected figures, so we can't
sales, for example, could change
and CSU is dependent on the
be invested and only the interest
receive approximately $330,000
need areas and their principles
for this area, but the money is to
arrested in New York a week be­
leverage in its efforts to obtain
The KGB punished itself," he
added.
Frankfurt at
p.m. PDT), ending a suspenseful
month during which his arrest
between the world's two most
powerful nations.
The KGB secret service jailed
Daniloff as an accused spy Aug.
30, in what U.S. officials
described as retaliation for the
arrest in New York a week earlier
of the 39-year-old Zakharov, a
physicist and Soviet U.N.
employee.
Although the U.S. administra­
tion had insisted there would no
swap of the two men, Secretary

DANILOFF

From Page 1

leverage in its efforts to obtain
the release of Zakharov, who was
arrested in New York a week be­
fore Daniloff was picked up.
"The KGB did not punish me.
The KGB punished itself," he
added.
Daniloff and his wife landed in
Frankfurt at 8:55 p.m. (12:25
p.m. PDT), ending a suspenseful
month during which his arrest
had threatened to derail relations
between the world's two most
powerful nations.

Another example of this is the
endowment principal for invest­
ment category. Cal Poly should receive approximately $330,000
for this area, but the money is to
be invested and only the interest
receive was designed to supple­
ment, not replace, funds we had
already been receiving," Ramirez
said.

PEACE

From page 1

Kranzdorf is part of a promi­
lient group of volunteers who
served in the first year the Peace
Corps was founded. After he
trained at Michigan State Uni­
versity, Kranzdorf went to the
University of Nigeria, where he
earned his degrees in political
science and international rela­tions.
The anniversary conference
was addressed by several notable
speakers, including Vice Presi­
dent George Bush and Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-Mass.). President
Ronald Reagan was originally
scheduled to speak but was
unable to appear. Kranzdorf ex­
claimed how important the Peace
Corps was to John Kennedy and
therefore is special to his brother,
Ted.
"As a matter of fact, when he
(Ted Kennedy) addressed us, he
was quite emotional and had to
excuse himself. He was just
overcome with emotion saying: 'I
just with my brother were here
see this,' " Kranzdorf said.
The four-day conference in­
cluded a group walk of the 4,000
returning volunteers from the
Washington Mall across the
Potomac River, past the grave of
John Kennedy with the eternal
flame burning at Arlington Na­
tional Cemetery and then to an
amphitheater to listen to various
speakers.
Kranzdorf said the walk was
one of the most memorable
events of the weekend.
The conference also featured a
limited experience at the Kennedy Center with Harry Belafonte and
the National Symphony.
Kranzdorf fondly remembers
his experiences while serving in
the Peace Corps. "It was two of
the best years of my life. It was
wonderful living and learning
and teaching and being in
another culture and all that rep­
resented, and living at a modest
level." Kranzdorf said it was a very
one-to-one existence and that he
formed some close friendships
during that period of time.
We were all very touched by
it. Our lives were never the same
because of the experience."